
Dear all,

thank you very much for this nice version of the manuscript. I have some comments on 
chapter 4, I'll start with the more important ones and might add some simple typos etc toward 
the end.

Thanks again!
Cheers
Marlene

lines 1834-1837 sounds contradictory to the lines 1652-1657 in the introduction. Maybe one 
could either be more clear if there is a difference or just formulate it more cautiously.

lines 1905-1907: I am slightly confused by the pp curve in Fig. 56 left and the description. I 
would expect - also from the angular correlation study - that the 'jet-like correlations' seen in 
pp at these momenta are largely washed out in AA collisions. The way these lines are 
formulated seem to suggest that basically all the heavy flavor flow seen in AA collisions is 
just a position of pp results. Is this what we want to say without further discussion?

lines 2481-2483: The description of Fig.66 is somewhat incomplete, only three models in the 
upper left plot are mentioned, before the text goes back to Fig.65 and LHC.

footnote 22: This is already explained in sec. 4.4.2. It reads repetitive, maybe one should at 
least say something like "as mentioned earlier." In addition, in sec. 4.4.2. we give the K 
values for RHIC for the coupling to EPOS2, so the K=2 from model E in [496] is somewhat 
confusing.... 

Generally, it is not consistent, if models are only referred to by name or by authors or by 
name and authors (with 'et al.' or all authors.). The Duke model e.g. is sometimes referred to 
as 'Duke' and sometimes with the names of three authors.

There is also no agreement yet if it is "fluid dynamics" or "hydrodynamics" in several places 
throughout the chapter.

line 2021: It is not so clear that after this line break it is still about the Djordjevic et al. model 
and not general or something different. Maybe make a better connection, like "In this model, 
radiative...".

line 2582: add reference 554 from line 2551 above.
line 2585: for fairness one should also add ref. 1408.0503 since there the hadronic 
contribution is studied too.
lines 2642-2643: Should this sentence read like: "These measurements indicate that the 
interaction with the medium constituents transfers information about the azimuthal 
anisotropy of the system to charm quarks"?
line 2660: Since this is an outlook, one could maybe add "of the elliptic flow and higher-order 
flow coefficients..."

line 1643: the unit is missing after the charm quark mass.
line 1662: better "...this distinction is no longer meaningful..."



line 1740: "...muons produced in ..."
line 1774: "... mean proper decay lengths..."
line 1809: "Collaboration in ..."
line 1969: "...to lose..."
line 2004: "... were evaluated through (a) kinetic pQCD calculation(s)..."
line 2106: "for (a) thin plasma(s). Hereafter, this formulation will be..."
line 2111: replace "of the model" by "of this energy loss model as implemented in 
MC@sHQ."
line 2134: "...obtained from..."
line 2328: "...frameworks is presented here."
line 2647: I would write "Does the total charm and beauty production follow binary..."
line 2657: similarly, "Does the ... result from..."


